
OpenMAMA/OpenMAMDA Continuous Integration Roadmap 
 

Background : the OpenMAMA / OpenMAMDA project is set to increase the developer 
community to multiple contributors, drawn from sponsoring organizations as well as 
possible independent/individual contributions from developers with an interest in the 
field. 
 
The end-goal : an industrial-strength CI build, giving rapid and reliable feedback on the 
effects of changes made by an expanded development community, highlighting: 
 

 Developer tests 
o Effective tests, run at the appropriate level 
o Tests run on every build 
o Test coverage feedback in addition to test results 

 Continuous code inspection 
o Coding rules and violations– for all languages 
o Key metrics – size and complexity – for all languages 

 Memory safety checks run for C and C++ code, raising a clear red flag if issues are 
encountered 

 A full suite of acceptance tests, progressively replacing the current regression 
test suite: 

o Run against each build 
o The tests self-documenting in nature : aka an “executable specification” 

 A full suite of performance tests run against each build, giving early visibility of 
performance regression caused by a change 

 
And to support all of the above: 

 A lightweight and maintainable CI build platform that 
o Will allow the development team to get started quickly with simple build 

and test execution 
o We know has meets the known requirements for the end-goal vision 
o Is likely to scale to the changing needs of the build as OpenMAMA 

evolves 

 All - or most - of the tooling needs to be capable of running as a developer local 
build1, so that the checks can be run as a pre-commit step, improving the overall 
build stability 
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  AKA a “private build” in some CI books and articles. 



Challenges: 
 

 The majority of the build is C/C++, which: 
o Is less supported by code inspection tooling than other languages 
o Adds the dimension of explicitly-managed memory – a risk which is 

greatly mitigated by continuous checking...but has suprisingly few open-
source tooling options 

o Can be slower to compile and link – certainly with optimization flags, or 
heavy use of templates2 – than for other languages.  This can be 
mitigated by build staging. 

 Is a multi-language/multi-OS build, set to be extended 
o The build is to be extended with a C# .NET API, adding to the existing Java 

and C++ APIs.  It’s likely that this will require build and test on a Windows 
platform, and adds the need to use .NET tooling for code quality, tests 
and coverage3 
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  Although not in the plain C part of the build, of course. 

3
  FxCop, StyleCop, Ncover etc 



Stage 1 – Provision Server, onboard as-is build, run tests on change 
 
Modify the Makefile to allow for Google Test generation of XML output – usually as 
simple as passing an optional argument to the runner executable: 
 

 
 
Onboard the existing code structure to Jenkins as a “free-style” job, running the targets 
for unit and regressions tests on each change (example below runs the target from the 
Makefile snippet above): 
 

 
 
Publish the test results from Google Test, as well as JUnit tests from the Java build – 
note that Jenkins allows multiple results files to be collected and published: 
 

 
 
  



As a result of this configuration, the build will be marked as “unstable” on test failure, 
and the build history page will show test result trends, as shown outlined (annotation by 
us, not Jenkins...): 
 

 
 
 
Jenkins also has a UI that allows for a drilldown into test results on the web console – 
although many developers will use the build logs. 

 
  

Test results trend is tracked 

over build history 



Stage 2 – Add Code Coverage measures for Java and C/C++ builds 
 
Leveraging the configuration created in the previous step, add code coverage measures 
to give useful feedback on the effect of the tests, and help to identify untested (hence 
riskier) areas of the codebase. 
 
Add a target to your Makefile to generate the coverage reports using lcov - Make will 
flow the target-local $(PROFILE_FLAGS) variable to the dependent targets, meaning that 
compilation will be parameterised with the additional flags when the coverage target is 
run: 
 

 
 
Flow the PROFILE_FLAGS through the dependent targets, for example, we concatenate 
them to other CXXFLAGS: 
 

 
 
...and these are picked up by the pattern rule we defined for C++ sources: 
 



 
 
Now simply modify the CI job configuration to run clean coverage as the targets where 
this was previously clean test: 
 

 
 
When the coverage reports are generated, this forms a navigable HTML report, 
organised by source folders and classes: 
 

 
 
If the coverage drops, the results should be visible on the summary page: 
 

 
 
As well as the “gap” being visible on the source view: 
 

 



 
Open questions 

 Ok, but coverage for which tests ?  The unit tests, or the integration/regression 
tests ?  Or both ?  They’ll cover some of the same code...should the coverage be 
reported separately, or layered somehow ? 

 
Optional 

 Consider marking the build unstable if the coverage drops below a threshold  

  



Stage 3  - Memory Safety for C/C++ build 
 
Further building on the investment in CI test execution from the previous two steps.  
Configure Valgrind on the CI server – Valgrind will run on most Linux and Unix flavours.   
 
Add a target to the Makefile to run the unit tests executable using Valgrind as a harness: 
 

 
 
Configure the CI server to run the test excecution via Valgrind, mark the build as failed if 
definite leaks are detected – the example below does a simple grep of the output for a 
“memory definitely leaked” message.   
 

 
 
Configure this to be staged from the core commit build, so a follow-on pass after the 
initial, fast feedback: 

 
 
If the configuration is right, the build should be tripped by any commit that regresses 
the build in respect of memory usage: 
 



 
 
..with the results visible by a hyperlinked report on the build page: 
 
==453== HEAP SUMMARY: 
==453==     in use at exit: 40 bytes in 1 blocks 
==453==   total heap usage: 1,038 allocs, 1,037 frees, 106,717 bytes allocated 
==453== 
==453== 40 bytes in 1 blocks are definitely lost in loss record 1 of 1 
==453==    at 0x4C222CF: operator new(unsigned long) (vg_replace_malloc.c:287) 
==453==    by 0x404696: VendingMachineTest_ShouldLeakMemory_Test::TestBody() 
(VendingMachineTest.cpp:44) 
==453==    by 0x42BCFD: void 
testing::internal::HandleSehExceptionsInMethodIfSupported<testing::Test, 
void>(testing::Test*, void (testing::Test::*)(), char \ 
const*) (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x43DE33: void 
testing::internal::HandleExceptionsInMethodIfSupported<testing::Test, 
void>(testing::Test*, void (testing::Test::*)(), char con\ 
st*) (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x423B2E: testing::Test::Run() (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x42A511: testing::TestInfo::Run() (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x42A65B: testing::TestCase::Run() (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 

==453==    by 0x42A93F: testing::internal::UnitTestImpl::RunAllTests() (in 
/fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x42C31B: bool 
testing::internal::HandleSehExceptionsInMethodIfSupported<testing::internal::UnitTestImpl
, bool>(testing::internal::UnitTestImp\ 
l*, bool (testing::internal::UnitTestImpl::*)(), char const*) (in 
/fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x43D8AD: bool 
testing::internal::HandleExceptionsInMethodIfSupported<testing::internal::UnitTestImpl, 
bool>(testing::internal::UnitTestImpl*,\ 
 bool (testing::internal::UnitTestImpl::*)(), char const*) (in 
/fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x423303: testing::UnitTest::Run() (in /fast/atdd/build/kata/kata) 
==453==    by 0x416D73: main (VendingMachineTestRunner.cpp:11) 
==453== 
==453== LEAK SUMMARY: 
==453==    definitely lost: 40 bytes in 1 blocks 
==453==    indirectly lost: 0 bytes in 0 blocks 
==453==      possibly lost: 0 bytes in 0 blocks 
==453==    still reachable: 0 bytes in 0 blocks 

==453==         suppressed: 0 bytes in 0 blocks 
==453== 
==453== For counts of detected and suppressed errors, rerun with: -v 
==453== ERROR SUMMARY: 1 errors from 1 contexts (suppressed: 7 from 7)

 
Open questions: 

 Is the core engine to be officially supported on Windows platforms ?  Valgrind is 
unlikely to ever work on Windows, so will proprietary tooling be needed, or 
would we skip the memory checks on the Windows build, relying only on a Linux 
memory check to detect issues ? 

 

  



Stage4  - Static Code Analysis 
 
There are, broadly speaking, two categories of tools in this area: 
 

 Coding rules – the tool scans the codebase for likely patterns of bad practice 

 Directly-measured metrics – the tool directly measures some aspect of the 
codebase – size, number of methods, complexity, comment lines etc 

 
Both can be useful, in detecting common coding pitfalls, and also avoiding slow 
degradation of the code (steadily increasing complexity, eg).   
 
Java is blessed with a multitude of code inspection tools – PMD, Checkstyle, FindBugs, as 
well as metrics like NCSS (size, complexity) and JDepend (package structure and 
dependencies).  The choice is more limited for C/C++.  The most established tools are 
cccc for counting code size and complexity and CppCheck for applying rules. 
 
Both of these tools are directly supported by Jenkins plugins, allowing trend graphs and 
clickable results.  Both tools can also be run as part of a developer build, allowing a 
quick sanity-check/scan of the code pre-commit. 
 
For the makefile, add a target to run CCCC: 
 

 
 
...and another target to run the CppCheck tool: 
 

 
 
In both cases these are “free standing” targets, just running the tool against the sources 
and outputting to their respective files – although it’s possible to make the Makefile 
execution fail if issues are found. 
 



Configure the Jenkins plugins to pick up on the output of the two tools.  The example 
shown is for CppCheck – the CCCC options are similar: 
 

 
The CppCheck results can be browsed inside Jenkins, drilling down to the code location 
where the problem is detected: 
 

 
 
 
CCCC can also publish an HTML-format report showing the key size and complexity 
metrics4: 
 

 
 
Finally, stage the build so that the analysis runs as a follow-on from the core commit 
build – the aim, as before, is to keep the commit build fast and uncluttered: 
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  Although we don’t think even CCCC’s creator would describe it as aesthetically pleasing 



Stage 5 – New Regression Test Implementation using Robot 

Framework, and an ATDD approach 
 
Widening out the development community for OpenMAMA requires more emphasis on 
clear communication of the software intent, so that the technical vision is shared and 
clearly understood by all participants. 
 
 A more “specification by example” style of developer testing would add: 
 

 The tests could be used up-front as the agreed specification, giving an 
unambiguous “definition of done” 

o These acceptance tests could be used to aid clear communication 
between the technical working group and individual developer5 

o Discussions about proposed changes would take place centred around 
the tests, rather than more conventional – and ambiguous - specs 

 The tests form a lasting and live document of the behaviour of the code (aka 
“executable specifications”),  allowing a faster ramp-up for new developers 
coming on board 

 A suite of clear, human-readable acceptance tests run against each build would 
massively increase confidence in the codebase and the project as a whole, and 
could help aid adoption of this important open standard 

 
The Python Robot framework is the best fit for OpenMAMA: 
 

 Python development skills already exist in the development team, given the use 
of Python for the existing regression test suite 

 Python and Robot bridges easily to the current and planned development 
languages 

o Bridges to C/C++ code via swig or Boost Python6 
o Bridges to Java – Java is a first-class citizen in the Robot Framework for 

library implementation 
o Can bridge to upcoming C# .NET implementation by running with 

IronPython on Windows 

 Is a generic test framework supporting multiple test styles, including table-driven 
and BDD “Given-When-Then” idioms 

 Publishes test results in a simple, readable HTML format, easily published/linked 
from a CI build server 
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  In fact, all stakeholders – one of the advantages of the SBE style is that everyone shares a 

common understanding, since the spec is expressed in clear language.  So, even less-technical 
stakeholders can also have an input. 
6
  See code snippets example for simplicity of Boost Python bindings 



 Very actively maintained and extended, with development sponsored by Nokia 
Siemens Networks, released under the Apache License v2.0 

 
In Robot, we can specify tests using plain text7 (as one of the test format options), this 
example below in a BDD style8: 
 

 
 
Good practice is to factor out a scripting layer forming a domain-specific language (of 
sorts) consisting of a keyword library and Python code to support it.  This promotes the 
use of a common vocabulary allowing re-use of building blocks across multiple tests: 
 

 
 
 

                                                      
7
  This example shows the syntax highlighting offered by robot-mode.el – an emacs mode for 

editing Robot fixture specifications - https://github.com/sakari/robot-mode  
8
  From the “Monopoly Game” Kata - http://schuchert.wikispaces.com/Monopoly%28r%29 

https://github.com/sakari/robot-mode
http://schuchert.wikispaces.com/Monopoly%28r%29


 
The supporting Python fixture code provides the bridge to the C/C++ implementation: 
 

 
 
Finally, with the Boost Python bindings exposing the OpenMAMA/OpenMAMDA API – 
perhaps selectively, with some facade code to simplify consumption from Python test 
fixture code: 
 

 
 
Run the pybot runner against the specification from your Makefile: 
 

 
 
And Robot will output an HTML-format report with summaries and error messages out 
of your test suite: 
 



 
 
Open questions: 
 

 What will be the most effective test style ?  Table-driven, BDD ? 
 
 

  



Stage 6 – Documentation Generation 
 
Further leverage the CI build by generating Docbook and Doxygen documentation for 
the current head revision. 

Stage 7 – Summary Dashboard 
 
With OpenMAMA / OpenMAMDA being a multiplatform/multilanguage build, the 
amount of feedback generated could be considerable. 
 
Over time, the team might find that some report aggregator / dashboard summary 
drawn from the different report sources would be clearer for most people to work with 
(a RAG-rated health indicator, potentially, for each element).   
 
It’s worth noting that this is Sonar’s9 real strength, so we’d recommend revisiting Sonar 
before starting a DIY solution. 

Stage 8 – Active Management of Code Structure 
 
Not strictly a core Continuous Integration practice - but some effort and measures to 
actively manage the code structure against progressive erosion is recommended1011. 
 
Open-source projects can suffer from this type of unintentional degradation, simply 
because of the difficulty in communicating and enforcing a detailed technical vision 
between distributed participants, all drawn from different development cultures.  
Having some proactive measures in the build12 can help to avoid this type of 
unintentional weakness becoming a problem. 
 
We recommend investigating Structure 101 for C++ - we use this tool for Java code 
structure visualization.  For C/C++ the tool is licensed via Coverity.  Note that the Java 
version does have some options to enforce defined architecture rules during build (ie 
constraints on dependencies). 
http://coverity.com/products/architecture-analysis.html 
http://coverity.com/library/pdf/CoverityArchitectureAnalysis.pdf 
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  http://www.sonarsource.org/ 

10
  Posting on the Vendor’s blog, that shows the effect of erosion on an open-source project : 

http://www.headwaysoftware.com/blog/2008/11/software-erosion-findbugs/ 
11

  Slides from Juergen Hoeller on how proactive management of code structure has allowed the 
Spring Framework to evolve : http://www.infoq.com/resource/news/2007/06/large-code-
bases/en/resources/code-organization_jho.pdf 
12

  For example, some Java development teams will use JDepend in “unit test mode” to cause the 
build to break if a dependency cycle is introduced, or even enforcing specific constraints : 
http://clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html#junit 

http://coverity.com/products/architecture-analysis.html
http://coverity.com/library/pdf/CoverityArchitectureAnalysis.pdf
http://www.sonarsource.org/
http://www.headwaysoftware.com/blog/2008/11/software-erosion-findbugs/
http://www.infoq.com/resource/news/2007/06/large-code-bases/en/resources/code-organization_jho.pdf
http://www.infoq.com/resource/news/2007/06/large-code-bases/en/resources/code-organization_jho.pdf
http://clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html#junit

